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1

Basket assembly
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Assembly pin
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Folding portable base
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IMPORTANT: Please read through the
assembly instructions prior to
assembling.

Folding
portable base

Assembly instructions:
1) Insert chain assembly into the basket assembly making sure to align the spring loaded button and hole on the two
attached pole assemblies. Make sure chain is not tangled. Press spring loaded button down and slide pole down until
the button locks. (Be careful not to pinch fingers when fitting parts together).
2) Open and position the folding portable base on level ground making sure to align the spring loaded button on the
pole with the hole in the portable base. Press spring loaded button down and insert the assembled chain holder,
basket and pole assemblies into the folding portable base until the spring loaded button locks.
3) To open the basket for play, pull the assembly pin apart from the basket’s closed position. Push the bottom of the
basket up the pole aligning the basket collar assembly through-hole with the poles top through-hole. Push the
assembly pin through the aligned through-holes to create a locked fit. Pull basket adjustment string to make basket
rim rigid.
To close the basket, reverse these steps. With the basket closed and the assembly pin placed through the aligned
through-holes, the basket stays closed even when the Mach Lite™ is transported without the included bag.
4) To open the chain assembly, push up on the chain assembly’s movable collar like and umbrella until the triangle
hook engages. To close the chain assembly, reverse this step.
5) To use carrying bag collapse the chain holder and basket, making sure assembly pin is secure in the baskets closed
position as described in the above instructions. Slide the carrying bag over the collapsed Mach Lite™. Turn the
bagged Mach Lite™ over and remove base. Store folding portable base in the carrying bags side pouch and secure
the base in the pouch by pulling Velcro belt tight.
Limited Warranty: This product has a one year warranty against manufacturing defects commencing on the date of
purchase. The Mach Lite is not designed for permanent or extended placement outdoors. Extended placement
outdoors can result in premature failure due to weathering from sun, rain, snow and wind and is not covered under
this warranty. Your original purchase receipt showing the date of purchase will be needed for warranty claims.
If you need to speak to a DGA® representative for what ever reason, please call, fax, or e-mail.
Visit our website for more products and information on the sport of Disc Golf.
Phone: 831-722-6037; Fax: 831-722-8176; e-mail: info@discgolf.com; Web site :www.discgolf.com.

